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Abstract 
 

Studying genomic variation and its understanding in cultivated rice (Oryza sativa L.) can help in improving the crop yield by 

marker assisted selection. The current study was focused on finding the genomic variations among existing cultivated 

genotypes of Oryza sativa from different countries. Moreover, the study also compares the genomic variation found in 

Pakistani and International rice genotypes. A total of 95 genotypes were collected from sixteen countries, mainly from 

Pakistan, India and the Philippines. Evenly distributed 200 Simple Sequence Repeat (SSR) markers were surveyed and 

142 SSR markers were found polymorphic, with an average of 4.53 alleles per locus while alleles per marker ranging 

from 2 to 14. Neighbor joining cluster analysis based on genetic dissimilarity coefficients clearly separated all the genotypes 

into three groups but being unable to separate the genotypes based on their geographical area reflected their single origin. The 

IRBL lines from IRRI being part of the aromatic group are the incongruity of results which reflects conserved genome 

for blast resistance in basmati group. The model-based structure and principal component analysis are in harmony with 

neighbor joining results. Overall results suggested a narrow genetic variation among rice genotypes taken from different 

countries. This information obtained from the investigated genotypes will provide a baseline to incorporate preferred variation 

in future breeding programs to tailor rice genotypes with better stand against unforeseen biotic or abiotic stresses. © 2019 

Friends Science Publishers 
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Introduction 
 

Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is grown in all continents except 

for Antarctica and is among the most important food 

crops. Presently, the world population consumes 503.0 

million tons of rice per year (FAO, 2018). Among the 

major crops, rice has been subjected to ex situ 

conservation after recognition of plant genetic diversity 

as critical for improvement of agronomic traits (Liu et 

al., 2015). Exploring diversity among the landraces 

results in genes/alleles identification that can be part of 

crop improvement regarding better yield and resistance 

(Thomson et al., 2007). A study based on domesticated 

Asian rice landraces with the help of Simple Sequence 

Repeats (SSRs) markers resulted in a classification of 

these landraces into five major groups indica, aus, 

temperate japonica, tropical japonica and aromatic 

(Garris et al., 2005). 

The SSR markers are tandemly arranged repeats of 1–6 

bp short DNA motifs which at a locus often exhibit variation. 

SSR markers are admired for evaluating genetically related 

rice genotypes as being co-dominance and highly 

polymorphic (Shabir et al., 2017). In rice, thousands of SSR 

have been identified and developed SSR markers exceeds 

over 25,000 (Orjuela et al., 2010). These are acknowledged 

for assessing diversity and population structure (Shah et al., 

2013; Aljumaili et al., 2018), marker assisted breeding (Luo 

et al., 2016), QTL mapping (Galeng-Lawilao et al., 2018) 

and association mapping (Liu et al., 2017). 

Pakistan has a unique climate for basmati rice 

landraces with distinctive characteristics of basmati 

fragrance. During the last few decades for the conservation 

of basmati traits; selected basmati lines were used as parents 

resulting in narrowing of the genetic base of the crop as they 

all are genetically related. On the contrary, the diversity 

analysis of landraces of Pakistan revealed diverse genetic 

base. So, conservation of the landraces is obligatory along 

with their future utilization in the breeding of high yielding, 
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superior quality and better-adapted cultivars in the country 

(Pervaiz et al., 2010). 

Recently, drastic climatic variations led to an uncertain 
situation in agricultural countries, that also includes 
Pakistan, resulting in pressure building on the crop breeding 
community to develop cultivars that can sustain harsh 
environmental conditions (Ullah, 2017). Therefore, it is 
mandatory to explore the genetic makeup of the existing 
cultivars for future selection and breeding purposes. All 
the studies conducted so far in Pakistan for diversity 
assessment in rice used a relatively smaller number of 
genotypes and markers (Pervaiz et al., 2010; Rabbani et 
al., 2010; Shah et al., 2013). Till date, none of the 
studies has compared the existing cultivated diversity 
with cultivars from other agricultural countries, 
therefore, the present study was designed for 
comparative analysis of genomic variation and 
population structure of Oryza sativa L. from Pakistan 
and other countries of the world. The information 
obtained from these investigated genotypes will provide 
a baseline to incorporate preferred variation in future 
breeding programs to tailor more diverse rice genotypes. 
 

Materials and Methods 
 

Ninety-five rice genotypes were analyzed with the help of 
200 SSR markers. These genotypes include lines, cultivars, 
landraces and wild rice populations (Table 1). The 
genotypes relating to Pakistan were collected from Plant 
Genetic Resource Institute (PGRI), National Agriculture 
Research Centre (NARC), Islamabad and Rice Research 
Institute (RRI), Kala Shah Kaku, Lahore. International Rice 
Research Institute (IRRI), Philippines, being the world 
largest seed bank for rice, serve as a source for rice 
genotypes other than Pakistan including wild rice. 
 

Genomic DNA Extraction 
 

Twenty seed of each rice genotype was sown in lines on one 
m

2 
raised bed surrounded with drainage channels to avoid 

submergence. From each genotype, after twenty-one-days, 
five seedlings were selected for total genomic DNA 
extraction. DNA was extracted with the help of CTAB 
method as described by Doyle (1987). The DNA quality and 
quantity were examined with the help of agarose gel 
electrophoresis and NanoDrop® ND1000 and followed by 
template dilution to 20 ƞg/µL. 
 

PCR Amplification 
 

PCR was performed for genotyping by utilizing SSR 

markers. PCR reaction was dispensed in 96 well plate. A 

total volume of 15 µL reaction mixture was used. 

Following were the component, DNA template (2 µL), 

MgCl2 (1 µL of 25 mM), PCR buffer (1 µL of 10X), dNTPs 

(1 µL of 1 mM), primers (0.5 µL of 5 µM) and Taq DNA 

polymerase (0.25 µL of 10 U/µL) and sterile nano-pure 

H2O (8.75 µL). To prevent evaporation one drop of 

mineral oil was added. The PCR plate was placed inside the 

thermal cycler (G-Storm, Syrrey, UK). 

The following PCR profile was used: Initial 

denaturation was done at 94ºC for 5 min at once followed 

by denaturation at 94ºC for 30 sec for 35 cycles, annealing 

temperature ranged from 55 to 65ºC for 30 sec followed by 

extension at 72ºC for 30 sec, a final extension was done for 

5 min at 72ºC. The product was stored at 4ºC. 
 

PCR Product Resolution and Detection 
 

To resolve the PCR products 6% polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE) was used. An electric field was 

applied to the tank with a voltage of 120 volts for ninety 

minutes. Polyacrylamide gel was separated from the glass 

plates and soaked under 10,000 times dilution Sybr® 

Safe staining solution in a dark box for 25 min. 

Amplified DNA products resolved on the gel were 

illuminated through the UV light cabinet and the image 

was captured with the viewing software, AlphaImager®. 

The bands on the gel were scored from lowest to highest 

as A/A, B/B up to N/N for each of the genotypes. 
 

Data Analysis 
 

A V3.25 of Power Marker developed by Liu and Muse 

(2005) (http// www.powermarker.net) was used to calculate 

allele number, major allele frequencies, polymorphic 

information content, and genetic diversity. Genetic distance 

was calculated based on the “C.S. Chord 1967” (Cavalli‐

Sforza and Edwards, 1967). An unrooted Neighbor-Joining 

phylogenetic tree was constructed by applying to bootstrap 

at 1,000 iterations in PowerMarker V3.25. TREEVIEW was 

used to view the phylogenetic tree. 
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed 

with the help of NTSYSpc version 2.10t (Rohlf, 2000). The 
PCA is based on covariance matrices. The NTSYSpc was 
based on binary format i.e., for presence or absence of 
bands. The allele frequency data of PowerMarker was 
transferred to NTSYSpc as in binary format. Similarity 
matrix with the SIMQUAL subprogram using Dice 
coefficient was calculated and used for PCA with 
DCENTER, EIGEN and MXPLOT subprograms in 
NTSYSpc. 

In addition, model, based STRUCTURE (Pritchard et 
al., 2000) was used to infer population structure for 
admixture and correlated allele frequencies using a 20,000 
burn in length at run length of 10,000. The model was tested 
for K = 2 to K = 10 for five independent runs (Falush et al., 
2003). Evanno et al. (2005) parameters were calculated by 
using Structure Harvester V6.0 (Earl, 2012). 
 

Results 
 

A total of 200 SSR markers were used by covering the 12 

chromosomes. The highest number of SSR markers were 22 

distributed on chromosome 2 and the lowest number of SSR 
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markers 7 were found distributed on chromosome 11 (Fig. 

1). Among the 200 SSR markers, 58 were found 

monomorphic and were excluded from data analysis. 

Remaining 142 SSRs revealed 644 alleles among 95 

genotypes. A variable number of alleles per locus were 

observed for each marker and number of alleles per primer 

ranged from 2 to 14 alleles with an average of 4.53 alleles 

per locus. The minor allele frequency ranged from 0.0105 

(RM403 and RM344) to 0.7263 (RM481) with an average of 

0.354. The average gene diversity was 0.41, varying from 

0.0208 (RM403 and RM344) to 0.8295 (RM404). 

Polymorphic information content (PIC) is the comparative 

measure of how much a marker is informative to distinguish 

between different populations and it depends upon the 

number of alleles detected by this marker and their relative 

frequency. Its values ranged from 0.0206 (RM403 and 

RM344) to 0.8103 (RM404), with an average of 0.368 

(Table 2). 

 

Phylogenetic Analysis 

 

In the phylogenetic analysis based on C.S. Cord distance at 

1000 bootstrap divided 95 genotypes into three major 

groups. Group-I (G-I), composed of only indica genotypes, 

Group-II (G-II), composed of indica from India and 

Philippines, aromatic from Pakistan and India and japonica 

genotypes form the Philippines, while Group-III (G-III), 

comprised of wild rice. Furthermore, two genotypes were 

shown admixture between other groups. Three major groups 

formed by NJ grouped 95 genotypes at 100% confidence 

interval. The aromatic and japonica rice cultivars were 

effectively differentiated from non-aromatic and wild rice 

genotypes (Fig. 2 and Table 1). 

In Group-I, 41 genotypes were clustered together, 

which again split up into seven subclusters (G-Ia to G-Ig. 

Group-II was further subdivided into two subgroups. G-IIa 

and G-IIb. G-IIa consisted of aromatic, IRBL genotypes 

from IRRI and Japonica group with two major clusters 

comprising of 22 genotypes. The G-IIb mainly clustered 

IRBL genotypes from IRRI along with Indian. This group 

consisted of 14 genotypes. 

Wild rice bunched into Group-III, which further 

divided into two subclusters (G-IIIa and G-IIIb). G- IIIa 

combining O. rufipogon and O. nivara, while the other G-

IIIb shared O. barthii, O glumaepatula and O. meridionalis. 

However, aromatic and genetically related genotypes were 

separated from those of non-aromatic groups. The non-

aromatic indica group was clustered far away from japonica 

genotypes to aromatic cultivars. Dendrogram showed that 

the genotypes clustered together were the progeny of 

genetically similar types. Genotypes sharing a high 

percentage of lineages came under the same subgroup. 

 
Genetic Distance Analysis for 95 Genotypes 

 
All genotypes were also analyzed for relatedness on the 

basis of the ratio of shared SSR fragments by calculating a 

genetic distance matrix. The average genetic distance 

coefficient ranged from 0.3715 to 0.9987. In this assay, G-I 

and G-II were closely related with 0.3639 GD, while G-I 

and G-III was most extensively divergent with a 0.5040 

GD. For analysis of within group GD, the highest level 

was observed in G-II (0.226) followed by G-I (0.3006) 

and G-III (0.4482) (Table 2). 

The GD ratio in rice genotypes revealed an average of 

0.369 for all genotypes. The maximum degree of GD was 

0.63 between O. meridionalis-105304 (G-III) vs. IRBB-57 

(G-I). On the other hand, the minimum GD ratio of 0.01 

was observed in P-35 vs. IR-24. A genetic distance of 0.62 

was observed in O. meridionalis-105304 vs. IR55419-04. 

The same GD was also observed in O. meridionalis-105304 

vs. ZGY-1. Overall O. meridionalis-105304 had shown the 

 
 

Fig. 1: Graphical presentation of the number of SSR markers per 

chromosome 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: An unrooted NJ tree showing the genetic relationships 

between the 95 rice genotypes based on 159 microsatellite 

markers 
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highest degree of GD ratio among all the genotypes under 

study with an average of 0.560. The lowest level of GD was 

found in P-35 vs. IR-24 followed by IRBLkm-Ts vs. 

IRBLsh-B, IRBLsh-B vs. IRBLzt-T and P-35 vs. Bas-515. 

IRBLzt-T genotype showed the lowest level of GD ratio 

among all the genotypes ranging from 0.022 to 0.526. 
 

Geographical Analysis of Diversity 
 

The 142 SSR markers exhibited 370 alleles among 21 

genotypes from Pakistan with an average of 2.605 alleles 

per locus, while among 11 genotypes from India, exhibited 

364 alleles with an average of 2.563 alleles per locus. In 

the case of the Philippines, among the 44 genotypes, 142 

SSR markers exhibited 438 alleles with an average of 

3.084 per locus. The mean gene diversity for Pakistan, 

India and Philippines rice genotypes was 0.359, 0.401 

and 0.378 for each SSR locus respectively. 

The genotypes from Pakistan, India and the 

Philippines showed mean PIC value of 0.312, 0.347 and 

0.331 respectively. The comparison of genetic diversity 

of the three countries revealed that the Philippines 

genotypes possessed a maximum number of mean alleles, 

while the Indian genotypes had higher values for gene 

diversity and PIC (Fig. 3). Based on region related 

tendency, the following genetic diversity order was 

observed; in mean alleles per locus the order was 

Philippines>Pakistan>India, while in case of average 

gene diversity and PIC value the order found was 

India>Philippines>Pakistan (Table 3).  

 

Population Structure Analysis 

 
In model-based clustering, comprising of 95 genotypes 

surveyed by 142 SSR markers, the analysis based on genetic 

distance as well as population structure revealed that rice 

genotypes under study had significant population structure. 

The highest log likelihood score was calculated when the 

number of populations was set to three (Fig. 4a). 

Results of population structure were in accordance 

with NJ analysis based on genetic distance. The mean value 

of alpha at K=3 was 0.717, where K is the number of 

population. The fixation index (Fst) is a measure of 

population differentiation due to genetic structure. Fst is 

based on the variance of allele frequencies between 

populations. The Fst values found for the G-I, G-II and G-

III was 0.053, 0.683 and 0.531 respectively. Forty-five 

(47.37%) genotypes were undoubtedly allocated to a single 

population, whereas, fifty genotypes (52.63%) under study 

had admixed ancestry. The admixed genotypes were mostly 

identified as an admixture between indica and aromatic 

groups, while the remaining admixtures were 

amalgamations of other groups. 

Specifically, at K=2, structure analysis separated 

Table 1: Rice cultivars classification into indica, japonica or aromatic based on simple sequence repeat variations 

 

Group Type Sub-cluster Cultivars Names Total Cultivars 

Group I Indica I 1 Sufaid-86, IR-72, DR-92 3 

2 IR-64683-87-2-2-3-3, IR-74963-262-5-1-3-3, IR-72667-18-1- 
B-B-3, IR-78878-53-2-2-2, KCD-1, IR-78875-131-B-1-1,  

PK-386, KSK-133, KS-282, IR-6, DR-58 

11 

3 B-6144-F-MR-6-0-0, IR-64, Supra, APO 4 
4 IR-77080-B-4-2-2, IR-74371-3-1-1, BPI-76-NS, NIAB-IR-9,  

IR-43450-SKN-506-2-2-1-1, Salumpikit, line-99512 

7 

5 ZGY-1, Nona Bokra, W-1263, Pokkali 4 
6 TKM-6, DR-82 2 

7 Way Rarem, IR-80021-B-86-3-4, IR-78877-181-B-1-2,  

IR-78875-131-B-1-4, IR-55419-04, UPLRI-7, IR-78908- 
263-2-2-3, IR-74371-46-1-1, Superfine, IRBB-57 

10 

Group II Aromatic and Japonica   1 PusaBasamti-1121, B-198, B-385, PusaBasmati-1 4 

2 Katari Bhog, Supri, IRBLzt-T, IRBLsh-B, IRBLkm-Ts,  
IRBL11-Zh, IRBLkh-K3, IRBL19-A, Shaheen Basmati, B.Pak, 

10 

3 line-99417, B-2000, B-370, Super Basmati, line-98316,  

B-515, P-35, IR-24, 

8 

Indica II 4 IR-74371-54-1-1, Brown Gora, IRBLt-K59, IRBL9-W,  

IR-71525-19-1-1, Vandana, IRBLz-Fu, PSBRC80, IR-79906- 

B-192-2-3, IRBLKS-F5, IRBLk-Ka, IRBL12-M, IRBLz5-CA, IRBLi-F5 

14 

 Intermediate  IRBLa-C, IRBLa-A 2 

Group III Wild rice 1 O. glumaepatula, O. meridionalis, O. barthii  7 

2 O. rufipogon, O. nivara 9 

 

Table 2: Genetic distances between groups based on 142 SSR analyses 

 

Group 1 2 3 

1 0.3006     

2 0.3639 0.2266   

3 0.5040 0.4852 0.4482 
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all genotypes into two main varietal groups. G-I 

consisted of thirty-six genotypes, while G-II comprised 

of fifty-nine genotypes. Wild rice was an unpredictable 

mixture of indica and japonica and laid in G-II. When K 

was increased from two to three, G-I remained the 

same, while the G-II split into two subgroups and each new 

cluster corresponded to one of the two main populations, 

indica and wild rice. Aromatic genotypes from Pakistan and 

India laid in G-I along with IRBL genotypes from IRRI 

Philippines. Non-aromatic genotypes from Pakistan were 

included in G-II (Fig. 4b). 

 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

 

The PCA analysis resulted in almost the same groupings 

among genotypes as identified by the NJ and STRUCTURE 

analysis except that the PCA amalgamated indica-II and 

aromatic in one group (Fig. 5). PCA resulted in three major 

clusters. C-I comprised of all indica genotypes, while C-II 

was made with Basmati and indica-II, whereas wild rice 

belonged to C-III. 

Unlike the NJ analysis, in which all genotypes were 

allocated to a group, except IRBLa-A and IRBLa-C, six 

other genotypes were not in closeness with other groups in 

PCA. These are from indica-I (DR-82, Nona Bokra and W-

1263), Aromatic group (Pusa Basmati-1121 and B-198) and 

from wild rice (O. rufipogon-80475). These genotypes 

seemed to be little different in genetic makeup from the rest 

of genotypes. Out of 95 genotypes, 38 were included in C-I, 

which had a resemblance with G-I of NJ.  

G-II of the dendrogram had a close relationship with 

the C-II detected in the PCA. A total of thirty-four 

genotypes were included in the second cluster. The famous 

aromatic rice from Pakistan and India were also a part of 

this C-II. Two genotypes from Philippines (IRBLa-A and 

Table 3: Summary statistics of cultivars from different countries as 

revealed by SSR marker analysis 

 

Countries Cultivars pSSR MaAF MAF Avg. alleles GD PIC 

All 95 142 0.69 0.31 3.956 0.404 0.361 

Pakistan 23 127 0.736 0.264 2.692 0.334 0.289 
Philippines 44 127 0.736 0.264 2.692 0.334 0.289 

India 10 117 0.728 0.272 2.277 0.345 0.295 

Wild + Others 18 139 0.619 0.381 3.358 0.477 0.429 

Here pSSR = Polymorphic SSR; MaAF = Major allele Frequency; MAF = Minor 

Allele Frequency; Avg. Alleles = Average Number of Alleles; GD = Gene Diversity; 

PIC = Polymorphic Information Content 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Graphical presentation of minor allele frequency (MAF), 

genetic diversity (GD) and PIC value among different countries. 

Error bar represents the standard error of means (n=3) 

 
 
Fig. 4: Population structure analysis of 95 genotypes based on 142 

SSR markers showing (a) value of LnP (D) for determining the 

optimum number of subpopulation for total population (b) Bar 

plot showing groups at different values of K 

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Two-dimensional scaling resulting from principal 

component and coordinate analysis (NTSYSpc) of 95 genotypes 

using genetic diversity data for 644 alleles at 142 simple sequence 

repeat loci. Circles indicate three major clusters formed 
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IRBLa-C) were separated from the other genotypes and laid 

in between Basmati, indica and wild groups. These findings 

were consistent among the results obtained in the PCA and 

hierarchical analysis. The remaining 16 wild rice originating 

from different countries formed a separate cluster. The wild 

rice cluster was comparable with C-III of the dendrogram, 

except for O. rufipogon-80475, which was separated. Wild 

rice genotypes originated long before than other cultivated 

genotypes and had diverse alleles as compared to other 

genotypes under investigation. These wild rice genotypes 

were not close to each other as the other genotypes did in 

the other two groups. 

 

Discussion 

 

The genetic diversity is crucial for existence of a genotype 

in a defined environment. It is one of the key components 

that ultimately contributes to the survival of genotypes 

against biotic and biotic stress. Crop improvement in term 

of yield or stress withstand is the prime objective of 

breeders. This objective could be only possible by exploring 

a variation on phenotypic as well as on genetic level and 

incorporating the desirable traits in upcoming cultivars 

through breeding. In the current study, 95 genotypes were 

evaluated by 200 SSR markers which were distributed 

across 12 chromosomes. PIC values determine the 

effectiveness of a marker to differentiate within and 

between groups. PIC values varied considerably for studies 

SSR loci and were similar to other reports (Wang et al., 

2014; Salgotra et al., 2015; Ekka et al., 2016; Anupam et 

al., 2017). An average PIC value observed by Singh et al. 

(2013, 2016) and Shah et al. (2015) were lower than 

reported in this study. A higher PIC value was observed by 

Lee et al. (2011), Upadhyay et al. (2012) and Roy et al. 

(2016) This difference in average PIC value with other 

researcher might be associated with a diverse set of cultivars 

under analysis and the choice of different markers. 

PIC value is highly dependent upon the number of 

alleles detected. The highest number of alleles observed was 

14 which was higher than reported by Huang et al. (2010), 

Pervaiz et al. (2010) and Upadhyay et al. (2011) by using a 

different set of rice germplasm. However, other researchers 

obtained a higher number of alleles such as 21, 39 and 16 

(Shu et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009; Chuang et al., 2011). 

These paradoxes amongst reports might be the results of 

different number, origin or countries of genotypes under 

analysis. The second probable reason might be depending 

upon the type of microsatellite primers i.e., mono-, di-, tri-, 

etc. as reported in different studies. The third reason might 

be the scorable alleles across all genotypes. The finding of 

this study was consistent with that mentioned above. The 

multiple natures of the markers involved in the present 

investigation might have also been added to potential 

diversity, as the discrete repeats involved are prone to DNA 

slippage and size mutations. These findings also designated 

that SSR markers are highly explanatory and dominant to 

evaluate the genetic diversity of rice. 

The average genetic distance coefficient ranged from 

0.3715 to 0.9987. Other studies based on SSR markers 

observed varying levels of genetic distance comparable to 

our observations. Joshi et al. (2010), Behera et al. (2012) 

observed genetic similarity coefficient from 0.239 to 0.827 

and 0.041–0.728 respectively. This low genetic diversity in 

cultivated rice is not native to Pakistan only. The low 

genetic diversity was observed in rice germplasm of Taiwan 

(Lin et al., 2012). Similarly, on analysis of genetic diversity 

and population structure of landraces of Eastern and 

Northeastern state of India more diverse nature of landraces 

were observed from West Bengal than other states (Das et 

al., 2013). This low genetic divercification is the results of 

high preferences of breeders and farmers for a desirable 

traits and utilization of a superior genotype for breeding 

from last couple of decades.  

The genotypes were grouped into three groups based 

on their genetic distance. The two genotypes from IRRI, 

(IRBLa-A and IRBLa-C) were separated and placed in-

between Basmati, indica and wild groups which may be due 

to their composite ancestry from diverse origin. The same 

results for these genotypes were obtained from the study of 

different sets of popular rice cultivars from India, including 

cultivars released by IRRI (Upadhyay et al., 2012). In 

reality, wild rice genotypes studied in current investigation 

were found to have diverse alleles as compared to the other 

genotypes. Moreover, diverse wild rice genotypes were 

found different from each other as compared to cultivated 

cultivars. 

At the selected core set the model-based structure 

analysis exposed the occurrence of three populations. 

Different studies assessed the genetic structure of rice to 

find out its origin, diversity, and domestication. 

Chakhonkaen et al. (2012) observed that highest likelihood 

of data ΔK was obtained when K=6, Huang et al., 2010 

observed the most suitable number of clusters was identified 

at K=4. All the studies are done, so far, with different types 

of markers for analysis with STRUCTURE yielded at least 

two main groups of rice i.e., indica and japonica. Our result 

showed that, out of three, two populations are either indica 

or japonica which might be the primary reason for 

population structure. This indica or japonica species 

differentiation is the outcome of adaptive phenomena for 

rice under changing climatic condition. A lot of attempts 

have been made, so far, by the breeding community of rice 

to cross indica and japonica, but they faced a strong 

reproductive barrier which could be second reason of this 

population structure. Our results showed that there are some 

genotypes which have the blood of both indica and japonica 

at varying levels. These genotypes could be used as a 

valuable source for crossing between indica and japonica to 

overcome reproductive barriers for hybrid seed development 

and crop improvement. The third population exclusively 

consisted of wild rice with the highest level of allele 

conservation demonstrate their diverse origin. 
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Conclusion 

 

Present analysis of genetic diversity depicted that high 

preference of certain agronomic traits over the last decades 

leads to conservation of certain loci. The diverse loci were 

loosed in Pakistani cultivars as compared to the other 

countries cultivars understudy. Overall the Indian genotypes 

are more diverse followed by Philippines and Pakistan. 

However, in case of Pakistan, all the rice genotypes and 

exiting cultivars and most of the genotypes from IRRI are 

sister lines provided for breeding purposes. The genetic 

diversity explored for studied genotypes can be used to 

breed rice cultivars that can be capable of higher production 

along with the ability to withstand biotic and abiotic stress 

in new challenging environmental conditions. 
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